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Introduction

 A long-standing tradition of scholars emphasize the idea that a successful innovation 

process is spatially-bounded within region

 Untraded interdependencies [Storper, 1997] 

 Regional systems of innovation [e.g. Iammarino, 2005]

 Evolutionary Economic Geography [Boschma & Frenken, 2007]

 ....

 The ability of regions to capture, absorb and re-use external knowledge is a 

fundamental element to sustain and refine the local profile of specialisation [Pyke et al., 

1990; Ernst & Kim, 2002;  Bathelt et al., 2004]



Introduction

 While regional specialization and external linkages can be theoretically considered as 

complementary for local innovativeness, the empirical evidence is still scant, as 

scholars have mainly focused on one or the other aspect [Li et al., 2016; Balland et al., 

2017]

 Can external networks foster local innovation? Are external linkages complementary or 

substitute of internal innovation efforts?

 ‘Reverse mercantilism’ in FDI policy [Iammarino, 2018]

 From the political standpoint, growing skepticism towards the internationalization of 

local companies, perceived as a factor hindering local economic development, instead 

of something complementary to local specialization.



An open research area

 We analyse the regional innovation process resulting from the joint action of the 

internal specialisation of regions and their external global networks, with the aim of 

understanding if they are complementary and under which circumstances they 

produce the most favourable conditions.

 Extant evidence is limited to interregional linkages, migration flows, proximities 
[Marrocu et al., 2013; Miguelez & Moreno 2015; 2018; Capello & Caragliu, 2018] 



Conceptual background: local specialisation

 Long-standing debate on the spatiality of new knowledge creation.

 Innovative processes bounded in space [e.g. Amin & Thirft, 1994; Cooke et al., 1998; Balland & Rigby, 2017]

 Regions as loci where firms accumulate competences, learn and generate new knowledge [e.g. 

Becattini, 1990; Oinas & Malecki, 2002; Iammarino, 2005]

 Incremental and cumulative process of territorial specialisation. 

 Marshallian industrial districts [Bagnasco, 1977; Piore & Sabel, 1984; Cucculelli & Storai, 2018]

 Agglomeration economies [Glaeser et al., 1992; Henderson et al., 1995]

 Evolutionary economic geography [Frenken et al., 2007]

 Only a limited number of spatial units produce large shares of innovation [Porter, 1990; 

Kemeny & Storper, 2015]



Conceptual background: extra-regional linkages

 Regional ability to capture and absorb external knowledge [Pyke et al., 1990;Ernst & Kim, 

2002;  Bathelt et al., 2004]

 Opportunities to develop novel trajectories of specialisation and upgrade extant competences 
[Owen-Smith & Powell, 2004;  Boschma & Iammarino, 2009]

 Avoid stagnation and lock-in resulting from over-embeddedness [e.g. Uzzi, 1996;  Visser & Boschma, 2004; 

Bathelt, 2007]

 Regions are not necessarily able to generate innovation as isolated systems [Gertler & 

Levitte, 2005] 

 Trans-local linkages necessary to connect distant knowledge communities [Simmie, 2003;  Coe & Bunnell, 

2003]



Conceptual background: MNE network

 Regions do not establish linkages, access and learn new knowledge per se.

 Knowledge gatekeepers [Morrison, 2008;  Rychen & Zimmerman, 2008]

 EG-IB perspective on economic globalization.

 MNEs as key actors connecting knowledge at multiple geographical scales [Iammarino & McCann, 2013; 

Iammarino, 2018]

 Trans-local ownership networks to source knowledge [Bathelt & Li, 2014;  Turkina & van Assche, 2018]

 Accumulation and acquisition of novel capabilities shift towards foreign subsidiaries [Rugman & Verbeke, 

2001;  Cantwell & Mudambi, 2005;  Ascani, 2018]



Data

 Unit of analysis: 21 Italian NUTS-2 regions

 Years: 2007-2012

 Novel dataset: EPO patent appl. in 577 IPC classes with related NACE-classification 

(manufacturing only)

 We collapse patents data into 9 NACE-sectors 

 1,134 observations (21*9*6)

 Dep. var.: Number of Patents/Population by region in each region/Nace-category/year



Regional innovation



External networks

 We make use of data at firm-level (Amadeus)

 Networks established by Global Ultimate Owners (GUOs) – located into Italian 

Nuts-2 region i and operating in the Nace-sector s - which own at least a subsidiary 

into a EU-28 country, except Italy

 Local GUOs play the role of regional knowledge gatekeepers, with the ability to establish 

extra-regional linkages through subsidiaries 



Networks’ dimensions

 Intensity: sum of GUOs (by region/GUO’s Nace-category/year) and their subsidiaries

 GUOs and subsidiaries have different but complementary roles:

 GUOs collects knowledge sourced in different knowledge contexts and can diffuse it in its 

geographical area.

 Subsidiaries access, absorb and generate knowledge in distant locations.



Geography of business networks



Networks’ relatedness

 Related/Unrelated sectoral composition, computed on the basis of the Nace-sector of the subsidiaries 

(at 2 and 4 digits level);

 where Pg represents the share of GUOs and subsidiaries operating in the 2-digit class g, over the total number 

of firms that contribute to form the regional network.

 where

 where Sg is a 2-digit class, Pg is a 2-digit class share over the entire set of 2-digit classes (the number of which 

is G), and pi is the 4-digit share



Networks’ geography

 Geographical dispersion, computed on the basis of the countries of destinations of 

local MNEs;

 where r refers to EU-countries, except Italy, and m is the total number of foreign countries, i.e. 

EU-28 minus Italy.  is the proportion of subsidiaries operating in the r-th country to the total 

number of foreign subsidiaries in the EU. 



Other determinants



Methodology

 We estimate a Fixed-Effects model in a traditional KPF setting:

i : region NET : vector of external network characteristics

s : sector X : vector of controls

t : time

 Standard errors clustered by region.

 We use standardized scores (z-values with average zero and a standard deviation of 

1) in order to assess the relative effect of independent variables.

 We augment this model by interacting network and internal specialisation



Interactions

 We reparameterize the model so that coefficients on the original variables have 

an interesting meaning (see Wooldridge, 2012 p.198);

 The model takes the following shape:

 Where β1 is the partial effect of X1 on Y at a specific value of X2;

 Where β2 is the partial effect of X2 on Y at a specific value of X1;

 We fix μ at the following values: 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th percentiles.



Endogeneity issues

 We estimate a Fixed-Effects model in a traditional KPF setting:

i : region NET : vector of external network characteristics

s : sector X : vector of controls

t : time

 Time varying omitted variables → error can be correlated with NET and Y.

 Reverse causality → regional innovativeness makes local firms more prone to go 

global ≈ self-selection into FDI [e.g. Helpman et al. 2004]



Instrumental variable strategy

 Weighted average of the sector dependence on external finance with regional 

weights consisting of the local availability of expansion venture capital.

i : region EFD : external finance dependence

s : sector VC : venture capital

t : time

 EFD based on US firms from Compustat, i.e. demand for capital [c.f. Rajan & Zingales, 

1998]

 Regional VC based in ISTAT. Different timing strategies for T



Instrumental variable conditions

 Relevance →

 Firm internationalization depends on demand for capital and local availability of finance.

 Exogeneity →

 EFD calculated on US firms, exogeneous to the Italian manufacturing context

 Long time lags for VC (8 years and start-of-the-period)

 Innovation in Italy mostly financed through banking [Bugamelli et al., 2012] 

 VC largely taken pre-crisis: strong evidence that most pre-crisis financial links and behaviours are 

disrupted [Campello et al., 2010; Bricongne et al., 2012; Iyer et al., 2014] 



Results

 Baseline without external network

 Baseline with external network

 Interplay between internal specialisation and external networks

 Geographical dispersion by development & by technology

 IV estimations

 Role of outliers
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Conclusions (I)

 Both regional internal specialisation and external networks matter.

 The role of external networks varies according to the structure of the network, the 

location of foreign subsidiaries and the specialisation level of the regional economy.

 We support a view of regional innovation as an interactive process where local 

resources are integrated with external inputs → complementary roles.



Conclusions (II)

 Policy implications: regional openness and internationalisation of local companies can 

be a catalyst of regional success.

 The anti-globalisation narrative may be detrimental for highly specialized 

regions/sectors, that benefits the most from internationalizing. 

 Regional innovation possibilities can revolve around place-based gatekeepers: 

 Organisations with the capacity to connect knowledge at multiple geographical scales.

 Important to have subsidiaries but it is probably more important to have many GUOs.

 Some future research/limitations: 

 Incorporating MNE strategic motivations.

 Dissecting the composition of the effect between GUO and other regional actors.
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